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ABSTRACT

This thesis studies the effects on energy loads of a building using a high-performance
building envelope. A literature review was conducted to study impacts of highly insulated
buildings that have low infiltration rates, specifically the Passive House standard. Most
previously studied projects that meet these standards were built in cold climates, so part of the
purpose of this thesis is to analyze how high-performance building envelopes impact the heating
and cooling loads in a hot and humid climate.
The building studied in this report is a luxury, mixed-use hotel located in the Southeast
United States. Per request of the owner, the exact name and location cannot be disclosed. It is a
16-story building with 14 floors of guestrooms and two main levels of mixed-use spaces. There
are ballrooms, meeting rooms, restaurants, kitchens, a spa, and fitness center within the mixeduse areas. Upon analyzing the initial mechanical design, the mixed-use areas had an energy use
intensity that was too high, so that became the focus of the mechanical system redesign. Air
handling units and variable air volume units were changed to chilled beams for sensible cooling
with dedicated outdoor air units for ventilation and latent loads. Also, a dedicated heat recovery
chiller was added to the cooling plant to help heat the domestic hot water.
Changing the façade of the building to have higher thermal resistance and less infiltration
greatly reduced both the cooling and heating demand on the building. It also helped save a
significant amount of energy annually. The mechanical redesign also proved to be very effective
in saving energy and lowering the overall capacity of the cooling plant.
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High Performance Building Envelope
Building envelopes have a large impact on the energy loads for a building depending on
how much moisture and heat can pass through. Having a high-performing building envelope can
significantly reduce energy consumption for the building. This literature review explores the
Passive House standard, which focuses on saving energy with an airtight building that has a lot
of insulation.
In the 1970s and 1980s in the United States and Canada, initial ideas about
superinsulation and airtight envelopes were developed to drastically lower energy consumption
in buildings. Some of the original Canadian engineers called the building technique passive
house (Wright and Klingenberg, 2015). Passive House (PH) projects have recently increased
dramatically after a slow start to gain popularity. New energy incentives are giving
manufacturers motivation to develop products that meet the standard, making it easier to design
whole projects that are PH certified.
Today there are over 50,000 buildings around the world that follow Passive House
standards (Swegon North America, 2017). Passive House focuses on excellent energy
performance and thermal comfort with improved insulation, high grade windows, shading
techniques and air tightness. There are three levels of Passive House certification: Classic, Plus,
and Premium. A major distinction between Classic and the other two levels is that Classic is near
net zero energy and Plus and Premium generate energy on-site and meet or exceed net zero
(Swegon North America, 2017). Three major criteria for Passive House are a space heating
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demand under 4.75 kBTU/SF*yr, total primary source energy use intensity less than 38
kBTU/SF*yr, and 0.6 air changes per hour at 50 Pa (Swegon North America, 2017).
One of the biggest challenges for Passive House is that until recently, the performance
targets have not been optimized by climate zone. Many of the passive house standards were
originally developed in Europe, but now the Department of Energy is partnering with Passive
House Institute US (PHIUS) to conduct research to adapt the regulations for different climate
zones (Wright and Klingenberg, 2015). Rules in Central Europe did not account for hot and
humid climates like the southern United States. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s
Building Energy Optimization (BEopt) software now has tools to change the Passive House
metrics for different climates (Wright and Klingenberg, 2015). The future PH programs will be
more performance based and have limits set by economic analysis and climate specific drivers.
An end goal of the standard is an 86% annual heating reduction and 46% annual cooling
reduction (Wright and Klingenberg, 2015). This new building strategy has the potential to
drastically improve the energy use in buildings all over the world. The following literature
review studies different methods for PH building and case studies of existing PH buildings to see
the benefits and challenges of the standard. There will be a focus on hot and humid climates,
specifically ASHRAE Climate Zone 2 because the thesis report that will follow this literature
review is a redesign of a mixed-use hotel in the Southeast U.S.

Literature Review
To help guide the construction and design of a Passive House, there are many books with
suggestions for building materials and equipment. In the building services section of the Passive
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House Design book, Gonzalo and Vallentin discuss different methods for serving the building’s
heating and cooling loads. One of the fundamental parts of design is including a heat recovery
system for the extracted air (2014). Since there is so much insulation in Passive House design, it
is possible in some cases to heat the building completely with the supply air. The graph in the
Figure 1 shows the space heating energy consumption for three different Passive Houses

compared to another low energy house from the Passive House Design book. All three Passive
House designs had a much lower heating consumption of about 14 kWh/(m2a), compared to the
low energy building, which had a measured mean value of 66 kWh/(m2a) (Gonzalo and
Vallentin, 2014). Limiting ventilation is also important to prevent unnecessary heat loss or
humidity issues in the winter. They suggest using CO2 controlled air supply for large rooms that
are only used temporarily, like a ballroom. One suggested idea for a mechanical system well
suited for Passive House was a compact heat pump. A compact heat pump absorbs thermal
energy from extracted air to be used for hot water for heating or domestic use. Another
suggestion was a ground source heat pump, which uses the ground as a way to extract or absorb
heat. 47% of Passive House buildings have some sort of heat pump system (Gonzalo and
Vallentin, 2014). For cooling, the book mentions how Passive House in Central Europe does not
require active cooling and instead gets cooling through solar shades, thermal storage mass, and
intensive ventilation at night. The suggested active cooling methods include groundwater
cooling, ground cooling, adiabatic cooling, or solar cooling. Solar cooling is using solar heat in
refrigeration units such as absorption or adsorption cooling units (Gonzalo and Vallentin, 2014).
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Figure 1. Space heating consumption for three passive houses (right) and a low energy house (left).

Later in the book is a section specifically for Passive House in non-residential buildings.
With the large, complex systems, there is an even greater opportunity for energy savings than for
residential buildings. For non-residential, many spaces are used for shorter periods of time but
with a higher intensity of use, so it is important to model and predict occupant behavior
throughout the spaces. There are very few completed Passive House hotels, but one that was
completed was able to cut the domestic hot water energy consumption in half compared to the
EnEV 2009 standard, which is the German Energy Saving Ordinance (Gonzalo and Vallentin,
2014). Insulation needs to have a minimum U-value for Passive House, but as a building gets
more compact and the surface area decreases, the thickness of the insulation can decrease.
Building orientation and proportion of rooms can also impact the heat loss in a building.
Adjustable shading will help block solar heat gain or make use of it, depending on the season.
Also, phase changing materials on the facade and exterior materials with high thermal mass can
help reduce the heat gain. Ventilating more at night to cool down the thermal mass in the
building is another suggested method for Passive House (Gonzalo and Vallentin, 2014). Along
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with the ventilation air; internal loads can be enough to heat the Passive House building. Internal
loads need to be calculated accurately to influence the mechanical system size.
Since the construction of the building envelope is one of the most important parts of
Passive House Design, the design book includes many guidelines for the building envelope
construction. One of the top priorities is high levels of insulation material. Traditional insulation
materials have thermal conductivity values ranging from 0.06 and 0.02 W/mK. There are
vacuum insulation panels that can reach 0.007 W/mK that are great for Passive House
construction (Gonzalo and Vallentin, 2014). Keeping materials airtight can be done with plaster,
concrete surfaces, wood-based panels, and sheet materials as long as the correct airtight seals are
installed. Some typical exterior wall constructions for Passive House are solid masonry walls
with exterior composite thermal insulation system, core insulated construction systems, element
facades or frame glazing with vacuum insulation panels. The overall U-value of the construction
varies from 0.08 and 0.19 W/m2K depending on other parameters of the design like compactness
and orientation (Gonzalo and Vallentin, 2014). Figure 2 shows wall constructions of a typical
building, a building that meets the EnEV standard, and a Passive House building. The smallest
green arrow on the Passive House shows that there is the least amount of heat transfer through
that wall because of the low U-value. Sorptive insulation materials, like calcium silicate panels
and cellulose fiber insulation materials can be more effective in regard to moisture issues than
typical insulation materials. Roof insulation tends to be the most economical compared to
insulation for walls and slabs for Passive Houses, so it is worth it to invest in a roof with a very
low U-value (Gonzalo and Vallentin, 2014). Thermal insulation glass is also very beneficial for
Passive House windows. The gas inside the panes allows for solar radiation but limits heat
transfer. Many windows in Central Europe have triple panes for Passive House and some even
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have four. The more panes, the better the U-value, but the more costly the window is. Vacuums
inside windowpanes can also improve heat transfer through the window. Spacers in windows are
the weakest point, so aluminum spacers should be substituted with thin stainless steel or
thermoplastic spacers called warm-edge spacers. Window frames should have a U-value of 0.8 to
0.7 W/m2K with insulation strips in the frame profile or hollow cavities to reduce heat loss
(Gonzalo and Vallentin). Minimizing window frame thickness can help improve the overall Uvalue. There are certain framed glazing systems that have been Passive House certified but are
much more expensive since they are so complex.

Figure 2. U-values and heat transfer through different construction types.

Another important parameter for Passive House design is limiting the amount of thermal
bridging in the building. Thermal bridging occurs when there are points where the interior walls
or ceiling connect to the exterior walls, so heat transfer can occur faster at those points. Many
connection points for the façade can be thermal bridges. Using connections with low thermal
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conductivity or integrated insulation would help reduce the bridging. Thermal bridging often
occurs at tie-in point, so shortening the length of the junctions can help slow heat loss (Gonzalo
and Vallentin, 2014).
Having an air-tight building envelope with a lot of insulation is the first step for Passive
House, and the ventilation system is the next step. Passive House buildings must have an
infiltration rate less than 0.05 CFM/SF at 50 Pa (Swegon North America, 2018). Many projects
use dedicated outdoor air systems (DOAS) to ventilate the space, and there are now many
Passive House certified DOAS units. There have been many issues in Passive Houses with
humidity getting trapped in the building since the envelope is so tight, causing issues like
condensation and mold. Some sources of moisture loads are showers, drying clothes,
houseplants, washing dishes, cooking, respiration, perspiration, and different construction
materials. Table 1 shows the relative humidity values for different winter temperatures that will
cause condensation in a building (Swegon North America, 2018). Ventilating the space is what
typically dehumidifies the space, but sometimes enthalpy wheels can trap moisture in the space
during the winter. Deciding between an enthalpy wheel and sensible wheel depends a lot on the
location of the project and the climate conditions.
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Table 1. Relative humidity levels that will cause condensation on windows.

Different climate zones have different requirements to achieve Passive House. Surveys
showed that for existing Passive House buildings in Climate Zone 2, the Median South Window
Area Concentration was only 8% to lower solar heat gain (Wright and Klingenberg, 2015). The
return on investment for more insulation has proven to not be very cost effective for many
climate regions in the U.S., so many of the standards from Europe about insulation U-values
need to be adjusted so that is overall a sustainable project. A research team performed economic
analyses on 111 locations around the United States to test single-family homes’ performance
with Passive House based on the different performance metrics in the Table 2 and Table 3 for the
different climate zones (Wright and Klingenberg, 2015).
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Table 2. Zone space median space-conditioning targets.10

Table 3. Zone by zone median percentage reductions from benchmark.10

There are also different construction methods for different climate zones. Tessa Smith
and Jesse Thompson are employees at architecture firms that specialize in high performance
thermally broken detailing on opposite coasts (North American Passive House Network, 2016).
Climate zones have a variety of priorities for the detailing such as frost lines, seismic
requirements, and water intrusion. Thompson developed a new detail for a concrete slab, as seen
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in Figure 3, that includes a specialized foam product called Dow LT1000, which is very strong
and is R-2 per inch (North American Passive House Network, 2016). It is recommended for use
in mid-rise structures. Another company called ROXUL North America created Passive House
details for steel and concrete construction with PHIUS and Passive House Academy. They also
worked with RDH Building Science Engineers to research thermal properties of many facade
systems and they have published their results for public use (North American Passive House
Network, 2016).

Figure 3. New PH slab detail.

Some employees from FXFOWLE Architects conducted a study to see how much the
cost would increase to make a New York City high-rise building meet the Passive House
standard. They modified the original rain screen assembly with a brick cavity wall by adding
more insulation. Peel and stick liquid membranes were used to maintain airtightness.
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Redesigning the building to meet the standard was only a 2% increase in cost and had only a
three-year payback. There was a large reduction in mechanical system capacity; the space
heating and domestic hot water system decreased by 70%, the original cogeneration system was
eliminated, and the chiller capacity decreased by 60% (North American Passive House Network,
2016).
A more recent focus in Passive House is studying the building behavior in different
climates. Many of the papers from the Passive House Institute 21st International Conference are
case studies on Passive House in warm and humid climates. In Qingdao, China, there is a passive
house experience center that has many uses as a seminar building. There are high, intermittent
internal loads as well as warm temperatures and high humidity. The building is wrapped in
alternating layers of glass for natural lighting and reinforced concrete for shading. To deal with
the loads, the building has a high thermal mass and powerful cooling and dehumidification
systems (Passive House Institute, 2017). The first Passive House in Dubai accomplished the
standard by minimizing glazing and having most of the glazing face the inner court. It has timber
construction to help maintain heat with the thermal mass during the day and unload at night. For
the mechanical system, there is a water-to-water heat pump with an external dry cooler and heat
recovery pumps. There is a radiant floor system for cooling that also helps control the thermal
mass of the floor. Blinds are controlled automatically and there are light sensors to reduce
lighting loads based on natural light throughout the day (Passive House Institute, 2017).
Case studies have been performed to evaluate the performance of existing PH projects.
Partnered with Ecovillage cohousing community in Ithaca, NY, the Building America research
team Consortium for Advanced Residential Buildings developed a residential neighborhood with
an apartment building, community center and seven houses that were designed to Passive House
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standard. The research primarily focused on how heating system sizing changes for super
insulated homes. For the Passive House construction, the walls were twelve inches thick with R52 insulation, R-90 attics, R-35 under slab insulation, and triple pane windows with a solar heat
gain coefficient of 0.53 (Arena, 2015). To measure the heating energy use, measurements were
taken from the input of the baseboard heaters. Temperatures, appliance loads, and all other plug
loads were also measured. Passive House Planning Package software (PHPP) was compared to
modeling from the Air Conditioning Contractors of America’s Manual J8 (MJ8). MJ8 loads
came out higher than PHPP because the design loads for PHPP included internal heat gains and
solar gains (Arena, 2015). Also, PHPP was adjusted for actual indoor temperatures. Overall, it
was concluded that internal gains and the effects of thermal inertia are very important to include
in modeling to accurately calculate the design heat loads for super-insulated buildings.
The next case study goes more in depth on the modeling and designing with Passive
House software and comparing that design to standard buildings. Herk, Poerschke, and Beach
from IBACOS Inc. prepared an evaluation of performance for a Passive House built by
Brookfield Residential Construction for the U.S. Department of Energy Building America
Program. Brookfield constructed one Passive House and two typical energy efficient homes as
control homes in Denver. The specification packages between the two houses differ because the
Passive House has added 4-inch polystyrene foam under the slab, extra insulation in the ceiling
and wall cavity, and recessed windows with a lower U-value and a higher solar heat gain
coefficient (Herk, Poerschke, and Beach, 2016). Instead of a typical exhaust system, a 91%
efficient energy recovery ventilator (ERV) was installed in the Passive House. The key issues
addressed in the model were sticking to the Passive House Standards, including the ERV,
optimizing the enclosure, and identifying thermal breaks in the building envelope. In order to
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predict energy usage and select the appropriate mechanical equipment, BEopt Version 2.1.0.1,
THERM, ACCA Manual J and D, and REM, Rate software were used (Herk, Poerschke, and
Beach, 2016). BEopt seemed to be the most useful software because it helped predict energy
consumption and savings and it gave a chart showing different energy-saving measures for the
house. Figure 4 below compares a reference house to IBACO’s standard practice house to a
home with all the Passive House features (Herk, Poerschke, and Beach, 2016). The left axis
shows the cost per year for the features and the bottom axis shows the percent of energy saved
per year.

Figure 4. BEopt source energy savings chart.

With all of the Passive House features, there is a high annual cost, but there is also over a
50% source energy saving (Herk, Poerschke, and Beach, 2016). Adding the ERV saved the
largest amount of energy out of all the features. It was difficult to measure the actual energy use
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of the Passive House because it had a photovoltaic system, so the utility bill would not have all
of the information. The research team had to infer air handling system runtime using space
temperatures. The building passed the Passive House air leakage test with a value of 0.60
ACH50 (Herk, Poerschke, and Beach, 2016). Compared to the standard houses, the Passive
House also had less room-to-room temperature variation, which is good for thermal comfort.
Heating equipment was run less frequently for Passive House, so it would be possible to
downsize the equipment. Another interesting finding from this study was that in the Passive
House, the changeover temperature point decreased from 55 to 50 °F, which increased the
amount of cooling needed (Herk, Poerschke, and Beach, 2016). Since the electric measuring
equipment for the experiments was not laboratory grade, there were not as many significant
findings as the research team was hoping to gather.
Another case study did a lot of post commissioning of the Passive House construction to
monitor energy savings. Washington State University’s Energy Program developed the Hood
River Passive House Project for the Improved Residential Construction team in Oregon. The
report includes test results, twelve months of monitoring and final construction costs. With the
ultra-high-performance building enclosure, heating and cooling site energy use was reduced by
75% below the use for a similar sized home in the climate zone not built to Passive House
standards (Hales, 2014). However, it did not meet the cost neutrality because of the additions to
meet the regulations. The most cost-effective measures were the ductless mini-split heat pump,
lighting, and advanced air leakage control. Discovering more cost-effective measures for PH will
be very important for future research so that more owners are willing to invest in the
improvements. Figure 5 shows the dramatic reduction in source energy for the Passive House
(Hales, 2014).
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Figure 5. Source energy use comparisons.

Most of the studies mentioned so far have been new Passive House projects, but the
Sonoma House project by Davis Energy was the first US Passive House retrofit. The goal of the
project was to find cost effective measures to reach PH guidelines for an existing project. One of
the main adjustments was changing the exterior insulation from R-11 cavity insulation to new R21 cavity insulation with existing R-15 cavity and R-16 expanded polystyrene (EPS) with an air
gap. R-13 EPS insulation was added to the slab with R-16 at the edges. Metal roofing replaced
asphalt shingles with minimum R-42 insulation in the rafters and R-11 at the deck compared to
no roof insulation previously (German et. Al, 2012). Triple pane windows replaced the old single
metal pane existing windows. The natural gas combined hydronic fan coil was renovated to solar
thermal heating with a mini-split heat pump backup. There were only exhaust fans for ventilation
before, and they were improved by adding an energy recovery ventilator (ERV). All of these
updates helped the house exceed the energy targets. The total source energy PH standard is 38.1
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kBTU/SF/yr, the design target was 27.6 kBTU/SF/year, and the actual measured energy was only
20 kBTU/SF/yr (German et. Al, 2012). The breakdown of the house energy use can be seen in
Figure 6. The total cost of all the energy related measures was $321,255, with the exterior wall

renovations being the largest cost at $39,450. Monthly savings from the premium of selling a
high-performance building and the $61 utility bill savings did not cost justify the project
(German et. Al, 2012). The company is committed to finding more cost-effective measures to
meet PH standards and suggested these adjustments for future projects: simplified wall
assemblies, standardized air sealing, and solar thermal for domestic hot water only, not space
heating also (German et. Al, 2012). The study gave a lot of valuable insight for future retrofit PH
projects.

Figure 6. Total house energy consumption separated by use.

Another study of Passive House envelopes was conducted at the Philadelphia Navy Yard.
Two identical structures were built, one with code construction and one with Passive House
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construction. 1800 pounds of ice were placed in each structure. The blocks of ice were 3 feet by
3.5 feet by 3 feet. For four weeks, hourly temperature data from local weather data and indoor
temperature in each structure was logged, and after that time period, the structures were
removed. At the end of the experiment, there was no ice left in the code box, but there was still
about 400 pounds of ice remaining in the Passive House box (Freihaut, 2019).

Figure 7. Ice box challenge at the Navy Yard.

As seen in Figure 7, the Passive House box temperatures (blue line) stay much more
constant than the code box (red line) as the outside air temperatures fluctuate throughout the day
(grey line). Once June 12th hit, the night temperatures started increasing, causing an overall
temperature to increase in both constructions. The change in temperature in the Passive House
box was less dramatic though, since the higher thermal resistance helps flatten the swings in
indoor temperature. After June 17th, there was no ice left in the code box and temperatures
increased dramatically (Freihaut, 2019). With the internal response profile of the Passive House
structure, it is much easier to design HVAC equipment to the correct size. The equipment will
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run much more efficiently since it will not be at part load so often. Also, the equipment can be
selected at a much smaller size since the envelope helps resist heat transfer into the space.

Conclusion
There has been a lot of research done so far on how to achieve PH standard and the
performance of some existing PH buildings. Most PH buildings perform even better than
expected, saving large percentages of heating and cooling loads. An important finding is that
Passive House structures can flatten thermal internal response profiles, making it easier to size
mechanical equipment accurately and decreasing the overall capacity for mechanical equipment.
Different climates present challenges for design, but there are recently new suggestions for
varying zones. Future research will need to continue to look into the humidity issues in super
insulated buildings and how they vary in different locations throughout the year. Most case
studies have been performed on single-family houses and other small residential projects. There
are some examples of larger mixed-use projects that have been successful, but looking forward,
more research will need to be done on the large projects so that Passive House can continue to
expand to the rest of the building industry.
For the next step of this project, this research will be used to influence the partial
redesign of a large, luxury mixed-use hotel in the Southeast U.S. The hot, humid climate will
have to be taken into consideration while selecting building envelope materials and mechanical
systems. Removing humidity from inside the building with so many varying latent internal loads
will be a challenge. Extensive energy modeling and a cost analysis will be performed to see how
high insulation levels and low air infiltration will impact the heating and cooling loads on a
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building. The project itself will not claim to be a Passive House building, just use some of the
standards for design guidance. In order to be considered a real Passive House project, it must
past tests during construction such as a blower door test. A blower door test uses a fan that is
mounted into a door frame that lowers the air pressure inside to then monitor flow back into the
building through any cracks or openings (EPA 2019). Pressure gauges measure the pressure
inside and outside of the building to get a building leakage curve that determines if the building
meets Passive House standards or not. On the curve, the building must have less than 0.6 air
changes per hour at 50 Pa of building pressure. Since the following thesis is just in the design
phase, it cannot actually be labeled a Passive House. It will just use the suggested resistance
levels and infiltration rates for energy modeling purposes.
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Existing Building Conditions

Building Overview
This project is a mixed-use hotel with many different programs within the building
including 516 guestrooms, kitchen and dining areas, ballrooms, a spa, and fitness center. The
exact name and location cannot be disclosed per request of the owner. There are approximately
350,000 square feet of lodging area; 180,000 square feet of public space; and 43,000 square feet
of back of house areas. Each different space type has diverse HVAC requirements based off the
applicable codes and standards. This building follows the ASHRAE 90.1 (2010), and ASHRAE
62.1 (2010).
Per ASHRAE Fundamentals 2013, the outdoor conditions are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. Outdoor design conditions from ASHRAE Fundamentals 2013.
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Design Conditions

Climate

Although the exact location cannot be disclosed due to confidentiality, this project is
located in ASHRAE Climate Zone 2A, which is classified as a hot-humid region. Hot-humid
climate receives more than 20 inches of precipitation annually and has between 6300 and 9000
cooling degree days with a base temperature of 50 °F. The U.S. Climate Zone Map and
International Climate Zone definitions from ASHRAE 90.1 can be found in Appendix A. Using
the 2013 ASHRAE Fundamentals Handbook, the exact weather data from the undisclosed
located was found to override the Climate Zone data in TRACE for energy modeling. Table 5
below summarizes the summer design cooling and winter design heating conditions.

Table 5. Weather conditions.

Building Envelope

Most of the building envelope consists of a glazed aluminum curtain wall. A lot of
cooling will be needed for the solar heat gain to the spaces. For the parts of the building that are
not glass, there are walls with stucco coating and walls with aluminum composite panels. The
south facing ballroom wall has stucco coating and R-19 batt insulation to help slow the solar heat
gain to the space. Normal weight concrete was used in the building for the slabs. There is a
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thermoplastic polyolefin (TPO) roofing membrane that is white to help reflect the sunlight off of
the building. TPO roofing is a very energy efficient material that is resistant to UV, ozone, and
chemical exposure. The roof assembly is shown below in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Typical roof penetration detail.

The U-values for all the construction materials are listed in the figure below. ASHRAE
90.1 2013 requires a maximum wall U-factor of 0.084. Only the stucco with R19 insulation and
gypsum wallboard meets that requirement. The slab U-value was assumed using given TRACE
values for the slab thickness in the building. For roof U-values, ASHRAE standards give 0.039
as the maximum U-value for roofs with insulation entirely above deck. The current roofing
assembly does not meet that standard. Vertical fenestrations with fixed metal framing have a
maximum U-value of 0.57 according to ASHRAE, which is not met be the glazing assembly in
this project. The U-values along with a description of the different construction types are in the
table below. All the resistance values for the individual materials in the building are broken
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down in Table 6. Values used to calculate the U-values of the assemblies can be found in
Appendix B.

Table 6. Construction material U-values.

Internal Loads: People

In order to correctly model the heat gain in the spaces, the sensible and latent loads from
the building occupants were calculated. The hotel brand for this project has their own standard
for preferred occupant densities in each space type. Based on the number of occupants in each
room, the sensible and latent heat gain can be found using the occupant heat gain rates in
Appendix C. These values are slightly modified from typical ASHRAE values based on the
hotel’s preferences and EXP’s historical data from the occupancy types.
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Internal Loads: Lighting

Using ASHRAE 90.1 Lighting Power Densities Table 9.5.1, a conservative value of 1.0
W/SF was selected for all spaces to simplify the model. This report focuses on the HVAC loads,
so the value used was a reasonable assumption to ensure that the systems would cover the
lighting loads.

Internal Loads: Equipment Loads

Appendix C also contains typical equipment loads for the different space types in this
hotel. Office and meeting rooms have equipment heat gains of 2 W/SF. Rooms that have a high
equipment density like telecommunication and electrical rooms have heat gains of 5 W/SF. The
highest equipment load is the kitchen load, which is 20 W/SF. These loads and others listed in
the appendix were used as inputs for the TRACE 700 model.

Thermostat Settings

Different rooms have varying heating and cooling thermostat settings based on the hotel’s
brand standard. For heating, all rooms are set for 70 °F. The only two rooms that differ are the
exit stairs, which are set for 40 °F, and the refrigerated trash room, which is set for 55 °F for
heating and cooling. Most rooms have a thermostat set-point of 75 °F for cooling with 50%
relative humidity. Guestrooms can be controlled by the occupants with the thermostat. Also, the
guestroom thermostats will have occupancy sensors incorporated for occupied and unoccupied
setbacks. Kitchen prep rooms have a cooler temperature of 59 °F. Beverage storage is set at 70
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°F, but red wine storage is set at 55°F. The computer room is also kept cooler at 70 °F. Laundry
and valet areas are allowed a higher temperature set-point of 80 °F. The relative humidity for all
rooms in this project is 50%. All the design temperatures and relative humidity values can be
found in Appendix C.

System Selection

Since it is such a massive project, the building was split into two TRACE models; one for
the guestrooms and one for all the other spaces. The guestroom model had a sample room for
each size and type of room, so there was a total of 24 rooms modeled. Each size and type were
based off of the worst-case orientation for most solar heat gain. They were given a floor
multiplier based on the total number of each type of room within the building. The capacity
results were used to size the fan coil units in each room type. In the hotel model, there were 41
air handling units modeled and some fan coil units for the back of house spaces. Both models
were given a central plant with water cooled chillers and cooling towers. Electric resistive heat
was set as the heating plant for both models in the spaces. The chillers selected were centrifugal
with parallel sequencing. For the control options, a plate and frame heat exchanger on the
variable volume condenser side pump was used. This is where the condenser water gives off heat
to the domestic water to help save energy. Also, the chiller has a chilled water reset with a
maximum reset temperature difference of 5 °F.
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Heating and Cooling Loads

After receiving the results from the TRACE model, a comparison was made the HVAC
rules of thumb as an engineering check. Since the building refrigeration load was the main focus
of the report, the results were compared to the SF/ton values given by ASHRAE Pocket Guide
8th Edition. The results for a hotel are expected to be within 220 and 350 SF/ton.
All of the fan coil types but one for guestrooms had results that were higher than 350 SF/
ton. Most of the values did fall within the medium residential range of 400 to 700 SF/ton, which
is a reasonable assumption since a guestroom is similar to a bedroom in a house. A lot of the air
handling units did not fall within the range either. Some were over the limit, but most were
under. It is difficult to compare the air handling units to just the hotel range because they serve a
variety of functions in the mixed-use spaces. All of the values seemed rational when looking at
other classifications like restaurants, offices, and residential centers.
Then, the results were compared to the scheduled values for this project. Overall, the
central plant is scheduled for 1600 tons of cooling, but the TRACE model calculated that it only
needs a capacity of 1154 tons. According to this model, the chillers are oversized and will be
running at part load, which is not efficient.
Table 29 and Table 30 in the Appendix show the calculated cooling and heating peaks

versus the scheduled cooling and heating capacities for the hotel load and guestroom equipment,
respectively. Scheduled values are color-coated based on if they are over or under the calculated
value by 10%. Red blocks are oversized, and blue cells are undersized. As seen in the table,
many units are not correctly sized according to this energy model.
The majority of units are too large, which can be because of added safety factors. An
issue with this is the units will be more expensive and will be running at part load most of the
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time. Many units were either missing a heating coil or did not have enough heating capacity. It
may not be too big of an issue since heating is not needed most of the year. The fan coils in the
back of house areas were undersized. Fan coil units in the guestrooms were mostly oversized
except for the luxury suite units, which are undersized for the space.
With all of the unique space types and changing parameters in the hotel, it is difficult to
get an exact value for equipment sizes. Making sure that the loads are met is most important so
that the hotel guests are comfortable. For that reason, it is acceptable to oversize some of the
equipment. Also, the inputs for this energy model were different than those used by the design
firm. For example, EXP’s model used more generic construction types since the exterior
materials were not selected at the stage of design, so that could account for the discrepancies.

Mechanical Systems Overview
To serve the entire building, there is a central energy plant located in the west end of the
parking garage for the chilled water system. Equipment was sized off the estimated peak load of
1600 tons of refrigeration. There are two chillers within the plant that are connected to two
evaporative cooling towers in a nearby mechanical yard. Each chiller has a dedicated condenser
pump with a cold-water bypass in case the temperature of the water is low enough to avoid the
cooling tower. The number of condenser pumps and cooling towers that are on depends on the
number of chillers that are on. It is a variable primary chilled water system. To control the speed
of the fan in the towers, there are temperature sensors for the condenser water. In case the water
entering the cooling tower water is too cold, there is a bypass valve to send water back to the
chiller. This bypass valve is controlled by a flow meter, as seen in Figure 9.There is also a
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domestic water fed pre-heat exchanger before the cooling towers in case the domestic hot water
needs to be heated more, which is controlled by a temperature sensor and an adjustable
frequency drive pump. A plant differential pressure sensor controls the speed of the adjustable
frequency drives on the pumps. The set-point for the plant differential pressure sensor is reset by
the remote differential pressure sensor. There are also variable volume secondary pumps to
supply the chilled water to the air handling units and fan coil units. A pressure de-couple heat
exchanger separates the terminal units in the podium levels from those on the tower levels. For
the chilled water loop, the desired temperature difference between leaving and entering
temperatures is 12.5 °F for the evaporator side and 10 °F for the condenser side. These
temperatures, along with other design intent temperatures, can be found in Table 7.
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Figure 9. Schematic diagram of chilled water and condenser water systems.
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Table 7. Design temperature table.

The air handling equipment varies depending on the space type. A combination of fan
coil units and chilled water air handlers with electric heat serve the public areas. Variable volume
air handlers serve the lobbies, restaurants, and some other miscellaneous areas; Figure 10 shows
an example of these units. Dedicated constant volume chilled water makeup air units serve the
kitchen areas. Guestrooms will have two-pipe fan coil units with electric reheat and will have air
supplied by pre-conditioned 100% outside air dedicated outdoor air systems (DOAS).

Figure 10. Control Schematic of a VAV Air Handling Unit created by EXP.

Air handling units will have 35% efficiency pre-filters and 65% efficiency cartridge type
final filters to help ensure proper air quality. Each air handling unit is composed of a mixing box
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section, a filter section, chilled water cooling coil, an access section, an electric heat section,
followed by another access section and a supply fan section. For the ballrooms specifically, the
air handling units will have a desiccant wheel to handle the high latent loads as seen in Figure 11.

Figure 11 . Control Schematic of a Single Zone VAV AHU with Desiccant Wheel and Electric Reheat by EXP.

DOAS systems serving the guestrooms and corridors are located on the roof of the
guestroom tower. They will serve the rooms with vertical distribution down shafts. The DOAS
units will be DX units with hot gas reheat. Each one includes a filter section, direct expansion
(DX) cooling coil, hot gas re-heat coil, access section, electric heat, and a variable air volume
supply fan section. The hot gas reheat is using heat off the compressors as “free” reheat to make
the supply temperature satisfy the desired set-point in the spaces. A temperature sensor helps
modulate the amount of reheat needed from the DX unit. When the temperature is low enough
for cooling to switch to heating, there is an electric heat coil in the DOAS unit. Figure 12 shows
the layout of a typical DOAS unit for reference. This figure is a control diagram created by the
MEP firm working on the project, EXP.
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Figure 12. DOAS control schematic created by EXP.

There are exhaust risers in the guestroom towers for toilet exhaust. The exhaust will not
exceed 50 CFM. To control the exhaust, there will be a vacancy switch so that it can be turned
on, but if no motion is sensed in the restroom after a certain time period, it will power off. The
ducted exhaust will go to variable speed exhaust fans on the roof. These fans are on emergency
power branch so that they will continue to run if normal power is lost. For kitchen exhaust, there
will be grease exhaust hoods that are exhausted through up-blast or utility-type fans to the roof.
Elevator lobbies, the laundry room chute, housekeeping, vending, electric rooms, janitor’s
closets, break rooms, and dishwashing rooms will also have exhaust. Public toilet rooms will
have exhaust that is at least either 70 CFM or 2.0 CFM/ sq. ft. The garage will also be exhausted
based off the minimum ventilation rate of 0.05 CFM/ sq. ft. unless the CO2 monitors indicate that
more exhaust is needed.
Overall, HVAC is powered by electricity. Gas is used for water heaters, pool heaters, and
food service equipment. There will be a Direct Digital Control Building Automation System
(BAS) to monitor and control the ground floor HVAC systems. Other HVAC systems will be
overseen by a centrally located BAS head end system. It will include a computer station for
making changes to HVAC equipment and monitoring space conditions. Guestrooms will be
controlled separately by digital wall mounted thermostats.
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Design Challenges and Proposed Solutions

Design Challenges
Analyzing the Trane TRACE 700 energy modeling revealed some existing design
challenges and opportunities to save energy with a new mechanical design. TRACE energy
evaluations give monthly energy consumption and consumption by equipment type for lighting
and main HVAC equipment. All the HVAC equipment and lighting are powered by electricity
for this project. Figure 13 below shows the electricity use by equipment type. These values do not
account for all the electricity used in the building because it doesn’t include building plug loads
or some of the mechanical accessory equipment. About 45% of the electricity use is from the
water-cooled chillers. Cooling towers use about 10% and electric resistance heat is about 7%. As
seen in the chart, the public hotel spaces use a lot more energy than the guestrooms.
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Figure 13. Electricity Use (%) by equipment type.

Table 8. Electricity use (kWh) by equipment type.

The higher electric consumption for the hotel spaces compared to the guestrooms can be
more clearly seen in Figure 14. Electric consumption for the general hotel spaces is almost twice
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as much as the electric use for all the guestrooms. This can be explained because the general
areas have higher occupant densities and equipment loads than the guestrooms. Hotel spaces use
4,645,670 kWh annually and the guestrooms use 2,686,410 kWh annually.

Figure 14. Monthly electric consumption.

Figure 15 below shows the monthly water consumption for HVAC. The water use is

higher in the summer months, since more cooling is needed. In the winter, water use in the
guestrooms is very low since the fan coils don’t need it for cooling. Water use decreases overall
when it is not peak cooling season.
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Figure 15. Monthly water consumption.

The TRACE exports gave an Energy Use Intensity (EUI) of 182.1 kBTU/SF for the
building. It is higher than the CBECS data for U.S. Energy Use Intensity by Property Type of
146.7 kBTU/SF for a hotel. When broken down by space type, the guestrooms met the suggested
value, but the mixed-use areas had an EUI of 248 kBTU/SF. The amenity spaces have larger
equipment loads and occupant densities; hence, more energy is consumed per square foot. These
areas will be the focus of the redesign to try to get the entire hotel to meet the suggested value
from CBECS.

Utility Cost

In order to accurately predict the utility costs of the building, the local electric rates were
used. Commercial buildings in the area had two options: a standard rate and a rate based on peak
times. For simplification, the standard rate of 6.090 cents/kWh was used. The guestroom spaces
had an annual energy consumption of $163,602 and the other hotel spaces had a consumption of
$282,921, coming to a total of $446,524 of electricity per year for the hotel.
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Proposed Redesign
After analyzing all the existing systems, a comprehensive understanding of the building
led to a proposed redesign of the mechanical and supporting systems. The mechanical redesign is
the depth study and the other systems are breadth studies.

Mechanical Depth Study

The main mechanical focus will be using a dedicated heat recovery chiller (DHRC).
Instead of sending the condenser water to a cooling tower to have the heat rejected, the water
coming off the condenser will be at an elevated temperature and go through a heat exchanger to
heat the domestic hot water. For this project, the domestic hot water needs to be supplied at a
temperature of 140 °F. Recovering the heat off the condenser will help increase the COP as seen
in Figure 16 (Durkin and Rishel, 2003). The current chillers in the project are 800 tons with a
condenser leaving temperature of 95 °F and entering temperatures of 85 °F. A dedicated heat
recovery chiller would require more energy input to increase the condenser temperatures, but the
recovered heat can help reduce energy used to heat the domestic water. It would also reduce the
need for water heaters.
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Figure 16. Dedicated Heat Recovery Chiller (DHRC) schematics.

In addition to the DHRC, modifications to the units in the mixed-use areas will be made
to save energy in those spaces. As of now, the mixed-use spaces use water cooled air handling
units that are not very energy efficient. The redesign will consider hydronic units for sensible
loads and dedicated outdoor air systems (DOAS) for ventilation and the latent loads. The DOAS
will need to have total energy recovery wheels to deal with high humidity issues. For ballroom
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spaces, displacement ventilation will be utilized. By supplying the air at a lower height, less of
the zone would need to be conditioned. In other mixed-use spaces, chilled beams, radiant panels,
and fan coil units (FCUs) with electrically commutated motors (ECMs) will be considered. FCUs
with ECMs have DC motors in synchronous mode, so they do not have slip-induced losses like
typical AC motors do. This means that as the voltage and current changes, so does the speed and
torque, so there is a wider operating range for maximum efficiency (Int-Hout). They are used in
the guestrooms and proved to be very energy efficient. Thermal storage will also be considered
when analyzing the new mechanical design.

Façade Breadth

Due to the high solar heat gain through the existing façade materials and large percentage
of glass, the wall system will be changed as a method of lowering the energy use for the HVAC
systems. A new glass type will be selected to slow heat transfer through the building envelope
with better U-values. A thermal analysis will be performed on the new wall system. This breadth
will significantly impact the loads on the mechanical system.

Electrical Breadth

Solar photovoltaic panels (PV) panels will be utilized to generate electricity on site. Since
the main two levels have a much larger building footprint than the tower, there is about 81,000
square feet of roof space above those levels for PV panels. Assuming an annual average of 0.518
kWh/day/SF for this project’s location, about 42,000 kWh/day could be produced. That
electricity would cover the daily mechanical system energy use.
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Structural Breadth

In order to support the PV panels from the electrical breadth, structural calculations will
be performed to secure the panels to the roof. The structural connections must be strong enough
to withstand hurricane forces Also, the added roof load from the panels must be considered to
see if any joist or beam sizes need to be changed.

Tools and Methods

Energy modeling will be performed using Trane TRACE to compare the modified project
to the original. After getting the loads from energy modeling, Excel spreadsheets will be used to
select the equipment sizes. Excel will also be used to cost estimate the new system. Sketchup
with the Skelion add-in may also be used to more accurately model the PV panels and predict the
solar output.
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Façade Redesign [Honors Breadth]

Façade Objectives

After studying the outcomes of using Passive House (PH) design strategies for lowering
heating and cooling loads in buildings, the façade was redesigned based on some of the PH
standards. This project will not claim to be a PH project, since blower door testing and other
examinations would have to be performed on the project before it would really be Passive House.
PH was just used as a guide to help make a more high-performance building envelope. In such a
hot and humid climate, it is important to have a building envelope that prevents heat and
moisture transfer into the building. Water vapor and heat both move from a higher potential to
lower potential, which in this climate would be from the exterior to interior for most of the year.
Using more permeable materials (materials that allow liquids or gases to pass through) towards
the interior is efficient so that drying occurs primarily to the interior. Semi-impermeable or
impermeable materials should be used towards the exterior to retard heat and moisture from
entering the building. By slowing heat and moisture into the building, the mechanical load will
be reduced.

Building Materials

Previously, the façade did not meet ASHRAE standards, as shown in the Building
Envelope section of Chapter 2. In order to get the façade to Passive House standards, R-25
insulation was added to the aluminum composite wall panel assembly and substituted for the R-
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19 insulation with stucco and gypsum board. Any wall that has stucco will also have the
insulation, as opposed to before when only the grand ballroom and pre-function spaces had R-19
insulation. The tapered polyisocyanurate insulation will be doubled in thickness to 4 inches to
meet the standards. There are several glazing manufacturers that have Passive House certified
products. For the redesign, Marvin Modern glass was selected. The glass is a modular system
with a modern look of aluminum interiors and many options for exterior colors. With a U-factor
of 0.17 and a solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) of 0.22, it seemed like an excellent choice since
it would fit well architecturally with the building design and has suitable heat transfer properties.
A summary of the new building materials with the ASHRAE and Passive House standards is
shown below in Table 9.

Table 9. New building envelope U-values.

For the aluminum composite wall panel assembly, the aluminum panel serves many
purposes as the finish, vapor control, fire and smoke control, and rain control. It is an Alucobond
panel, which has a fire-resistant core. As a metal panel, it is considered to be vapor impermeable,
which is important for keeping moisture out of the building. Metal panels can be attached to the
sheathing using cold formed hat sections and cold formed clip angles. Before the sheathing, an
air barrier should be applied towards the exterior to help retard air and vapor movement into the
building. Also, thermal spacers should be used between the sheathing and the attachments for the
metal panels to avoid thermal bridging. The sheathing attaches to the steel studs, which have R-
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25 insulation filled in between to slow heat transfer into the building. Inside, there is gypsum
wallboard with latex paint that is semi-permeable, so that drying can occur towards the interior.
It is important during construction to make the construction, especially the joints, airtight so that
infiltration is minimized.
The stucco assembly is similar to the aluminum wall panel system. Stucco serves as the
exterior finish for the wall. Using an impermeable paint on the stucco such as an oil-based paint
can help slow moisture transport into the building. It is important to include drained joints that
have a sealant and membrane with occasional openings to get rid of moisture that may have
gotten trapped in the wall assemblies. Under the stucco is an air barrier on the sheathing. Then
between the metal studs, which are attached to the sheathing, there is R-25 batt insulation. Batt
insulation is a more permeable insulation, which is beneficial for drying toward the interior. On
the other side of the metal studs is the gypsum wallboard with latex paint. Both the similar wall
assemblies can be seen in the figure below.

Figure 17. Wall assembly details.

The roofing assembly starts with a thermoplastic polyolefin (TPO) membrane on top,
which is a single-ply rubber membrane. Rubber is also considered to be vapor impermeable,
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which is a good choice for this climate. The white surface helps reflect a lot of the solar heat,
which is why it is considered a material for a “cool roof”. The membranes have specific fasteners
that mechanically attach the membrane to the roof board. Then the membranes need to be lap
heat welded, because if the wind rips part of the attachment, it is easy for the rest of it to tear
apart. Underneath the roof board is four inches of polyisocyanurate isolation to slow heat transfer
through the roof. The insulation is mechanically attached to the roof deck.

Figure 18. Roofing detail.

The new glass assembly chosen is Marvin Modern glass. It has high density fiberglass
material in the frame design for slower heat transfer through the frame. For optimal thermal
performance, the glazing with tri-pane glass, argon gas fill, and Low E3 and Low E1 coatings
was selected. This configuration gives a U-factor of 0.17, a SHGC of 0.22, Visual Transmittance
of 0.51, and Condensation Resistance (CR) of 77. With the 99.6% Heating DB temperature of
37.8 °F for this location, the recommended CR is only 36, so this glazing selection should not
have any condensation issues. The argon gas in the window pane spaces will significantly slow
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down heat transfer into the building because of its high resistance. Low E coatings have a low
emissivity, meaning they do not emit much radiant heat into the building.

Figure 19. Glazing detail.

Thermal and Moisture Analysis

Thermal and moisture properties for each layer of the different constructions were
calculated to determine if there would be any potential condensation issues. ASHRAE design
conditions for the 99.6% cooling and dehumidification and 0.4% heating values were used in the
calculations. Design conditions for winter are 38 °F with 48% relative humidity and for the
summer they are 93°F with 64.4% relative humidity. The results can be seen in Table 10 and
Table 11. Relative humidity was not calculated for the glazing or roof because the materials are

impermeable, and moisture would condense before entering the assembly unless there was a
break in the layer, which could not be calculated. For certain materials like the aluminum panels,
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a low permeability value of 0.001 perm-in was assumed since they’re impermeable materials but
may have some infiltration at the joints. Full calculations can be seen in Appendix B.

Table 10. Summer enclosure conditions.

During the summer, there may be condensation outside of the aluminum panel and
outside of the stucco, which doesn’t really matter since it is on the exterior and can drip off the
side. It could potentially cause discoloration issues, so having drained joints in the stucco and
aluminum would be good for drainage and moisture to pass through to the outside. Having
proper flashing to guide the water off the building will also be important in design.
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Table 11. Winter enclosure conditions.

The winter design condition has more issues with condensation. Relative humidity
exceeds 100% from the insulation to the air barrier for the aluminum composite panel and at the
insulation for the stucco assembly. Winter design conditions do not happen frequently
throughout the year, since there are so few heating degree days, so it may not be a big concern.
Adding another air barrier or a vapor retarder before the insulation may help avoid any moisture
problems or adding a layer of exterior insulation made of sorptive materials.
Another issue to consider is thermal bridging on the building envelope. Three areas of
concern are the joints of the aluminum composite wall panels, the steel studs, and the window
frames. At the breaks between aluminum panels, there is a reveal with a structural connection
screwed into the wall assembly. In order to avoid thermal bridging, a thermal separator must be
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installed in between the plate and the sheathing to break the thermal bridge. Thermal spacers are
made of low conductivity materials like fiberglass to slow heat transfer. To avoid thermal
bridging at the steel studs, a layer of continuous exterior insulation could be added. At the
windows, the new glazing system has high density fiberglass fill within the aluminum frame to
slow heat transfer. The frame was specially designed in three pieces to avoid thermal bridging
and keep interior temperatures comfortable. There is a drywall return built into the frame so that
it fits into the wall better, which can also contribute to it performing better thermally.

Energy Modeling

In addition to the new U-values that were used in the TRACE energy model, a low
infiltration rate of 0.05 CFM/SF was used because that is the Passive House requirement. A low
infiltration rate helps reduce the air leakage into the building. Air leakage can increase heating
and cooling loads and also contribute to humidity control problems. For energy modeling, four
alternatives were used. The first alternative is the original design. Alternative 2 has the updated
façade and a new mechanical system, which will be discussed in more detail in the following
chapters. Overall, the new mechanical system uses radiant cooling with a dedicated outdoor air
system to handle to ventilation and latent loads. It also has a dedicated heat recovery chiller to
use heat from the chiller for the domestic hot water loads. Alternative 3 is the new mechanical
system with the original building envelope. Lastly, Alternative 4 is the new façade with the
original mechanical system. Figure 20 below shows the daily cooling loads throughout the year
for all four alternatives along with the outdoor air dry-bulb temperature. Changing the façade for
each mechanical system made a 14-15% reduction in cooling demand. Combining the new
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façade and the new mechanical system reduced the cooling load by approximately 50%. This 1415% demand reduction is significant for lowering energy consumption. Also, the fluctuations in
the demand are compressed with the new façade, which means the HVAC equipment will not
have to work at part load as often, which is more efficient.

Figure 20. Daily cooling demand throughout the year.

In addition to the reduction of cooling demand, there is a very significant decrease in
heating demand with the added insulation. Figure 21 shows the daily heating demand for every
month throughout the year. The difference between the original construction (Alternatives 1 and
3) and the upgraded façade (Alternatives 2 and 4) is drastic. Peak heating demand was reduced
twelve times as high as the original design for just changing the façade. With the mechanical
change as well (Alternative 2), the peak heating load is forty times smaller than the original
design. The design heating capacities of the designs are the following: 184 kW for Alternative 1,
18 kW for Alternative 2, 60 kW for Alternative 3, and 15 kW for Alternative 4.
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Figure 21. Daily heating demand throughout the year.

Cost Analysis

The new building materials had a beneficial impact on the energy usage and mechanical
capacity; however, it came with a large initial cost. Costs for the new building materials were
estimated based off RS Means 2018 data. The calculations can be found in Appendix G.
Increasing the insulation for the walls and roofs cost $219,700. Then the increased cost for
glazing from an average, single glazed curtain wall to the maximum curtain wall assembly cost
an additional 16.9 million dollars. Since the new glazing system is so complex with triple pane
glass, argon fill, and low E coating, the maximum aluminum glazing assembly cost was used as
an assumption. For comparison, per square foot the new glazing cost an additional $151.50 more
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than the original glazing but adding R25 insulation to the stucco assembly cost increased about
$1.35 per square foot. The original and new costs can be seen in Table 7. It is a very large price
increase to update the glazing to meet Passive House standard. A more cost-effective method to
reducing the envelope load would have been to reduce the amount of glazing, but part of the
purpose of this thesis was to see what it would take to make the building envelope high
performance without compromising the architectural vision of the designer. With the previously
discussed 14-15% reduction in cooling demand from the new façade, the alternatives with the
new façade compared to the alternatives with the same mechanical systems but original
construction save approximately $40,000 a year in utilities. Just the energy savings do not make
up for the increased cost in the building envelope, but in the following chapters, the new
mechanical systems’ costs will be evaluated to see if the overall project cost would make the
façade a good investment.

Table 12. Updated envelope costs.

Conclusion

Designing the new façade to be a high-performance building envelope based on some of
the Passive House standards greatly reduces the HVAC load on the building by preventing
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thermal and moisture transfer. It is very useful to have a low infiltration rate to avoid moisture or
comfort problems in the building. Energy modeling has shown that the cooling demand
fluctuates a lot less with more insulation and air-tightness. Also, the overall cooling capacity
decreases, which can save money on energy use and mechanical system selection. The systems
will be running more efficiently with less fluctuations in demand. Before seeing the cooling
demand charts, thermal storage was a consideration for part of the mechanical redesign, but the
reduction of swings throughout the day due to the façade change lowered the opportunity for
load leveling. It did not seem like an economical choice to add all the equipment for thermal
storage when it was not really needed. Changing the construction materials so that the resistance
values met the Passive House standards for this climate zone cost an extra 17.1 million dollars.
With an overall project cost of $282,000,000; it may be something the owner decides to invest in
if he or she really cares about sustainability. The energy savings do not pay back for the envelope
cost increase, but the cost savings from the mechanical equipment reductions will be analyzed in
further chapters to decide if the new façade is worth the investment or not. A better solution
would be to redesign the façade so that there is less glazing since the glazing is significantly
more expensive per square foot than the other materials.
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Dedicated Heat Recovery Chiller [Main Depth]

Design Objectives

The constant hot water demand in a hotel creates a good opportunity to use recovered
heat from the chiller since there are always simultaneous heating and cooling loads. A dedicated
heat recovery chiller (DHRC) runs at elevated condenser water temperatures so that the hot water
coming out of the condenser can heat the domestic hot water using a heat exchanger. The design
goals for this chiller are to reduce the need for water heaters and increase the COP of the DHRC
by recovering heat that would otherwise be wasted to the cooling tower. In heat recovery mode,
the chiller uses more energy than a cooling only chiller because the compressor has an elevated
lift at the higher condenser temperatures as seen in Figure 22 from Carrier Corporation. Another
objective of this design would be to reduce the size of the cooling towers since not all of the heat
being rejected by the chillers will be sent to the cooling towers.
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Figure 22. Increased compressor lift in DHRC diagram from Carrier.

DHRC Sizing

The domestic hot water load controlled the sizing of the DHRC. For the guestrooms and
kitchen spaces, the hot water needs to be delivered at 140°F. In this location, the line water
comes in at 70°F because that is the average ground temperature throughout the year. Based on
calculations for the 516 guestrooms and the kitchen spaces, it was determined that the
guestrooms would need 2,025 gallons per hour and the kitchen space would need 600 gallons per
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hour. Using the following equations, the hot water load was calculated to be 1.5 MMBH. This
heating load correlates to a 100-ton chiller.
q˙ = (2,025 GPH)(1 ft3/7.48 gal)(62.4 BTU/ft3°F)(140-70°F)= 1.18 MMBH
q˙ = (600 GPH)(1 ft3/7.48 gal)(62.4 BTU/ft3°F)(140-70°F)= 350 MBH
1.5 MMBH/ (12,000 BTUh/ton)= 125 tons heating
125 tons heating* 0.8= 100 tons cooling
Multistack has a line of modular dedicated heat recovery chillers used for applications
like this project. The MS105XNC1-410a is a 105-ton chiller with a scroll compressor that uses
R410a. R410a can make hot water up to 140 °F, which is the temperature needed for the
domestic hot water loads. The chiller has a master controller that regulates the chiller based on
chiller data such as entering and leaving water temperatures, hot water pump operation, water
flow, and controls. Since it is a variable primary flow system, butterfly type isolation valves shall
be incorporated and modulated by a motorized actuator. A safety controls system can be
provided that is based on low evaporator refrigerant pressure, loss of flow through the
evaporator, loss of flow through the condenser, high condenser refrigerant pressure, high
condenser motor temperature, low suction gas temperature, and low leaving evaporator water
temperature.
Figure 16 below shows a schematic drawing of the piping configurations for the dedicated

heat recovery chiller. From the building loads, there is an evaporator water pump to regulate
flow, a strainer isolation valve, a strainer to collect any residue, an evaporator isolation valve to
separate the heat exchangers and water supply mains, a sensor pocket, and pressure taps. To the
building loads, there is a pressure tap, sensor pocket, isolation valve and flow switch. There is a
similar configuration to and from the heating loads on the condenser side. An important thing to
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note is that the strainer must be 30 mesh minimum. The isolation valves allow for heat exchanger
isolation so that shutting down the entire chiller is not required for accessing the serviceable
components. The DHRC will be piped in parallel to the other chillers.

Figure 23. DHRC piping diagram.

The coefficient of performance (COP) of a DHRC is higher than a regular chiller
because of the heat recovered. It is calculated with the following equation:
COP= (Cooling Effect + Heat Recovered)/ (kW input *3412)
COP = 500[Fe*(Te,in-Te,out)+Fc*(Tc,out-Tc,in)]/(kW input*3412)
Where Tc,out is the temperature leaving the condenser, Tc,in is the water temperature entering the
condenser, Te,out is the temperature leaving the evaporator, Te,in is the temperature entering the
evaporator, Fe is the flow in the evaporator, and Fc is the flow in the condenser. With a leaving
condenser water temperature of 140 °F that returns at 120 °F, there is a flow of 135 GPM during
simultaneous cooling and heating mode. In the evaporator, the flow is 150 GPM with an entering
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temperature of 61 °F and a leaving temperature of 42 °F. Using the calculations above and a 117kW input, the COP of the DHRC in simultaneous heating and cooling mode comes out to be
around 6.95. The schematic diagram of the new cooling mechanical plant can be seen in the
figure below. Many of the sensors and valves for the DHRC were simplified in this overall view.

Figure 24. New mechanical schematic diagram.
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Energy Analysis

To model the DHRC in TRANE Trace 700, a new piece of equipment was added to the
cooling plant that was a water-cooled chiller with heat recovery. In order to make it a dedicated
heat recovery chiller, the condenser heat was rejected to the service hot water load in the heating
plant instead of the cooling tower. This hot water load was modeled as a gas fired boiler load of
1.5 MMBH. It was modeled as the base load chiller so that it would be prioritized in sequencing.
A heat recovery analysis from Trace gave monthly heat available from the condenser in tonhours. The original construction saved 563,600 ton-hours annually and the high-performance
envelope construction recovered 720,700 ton-hours annually. The month-by-month breakdown
of the heat recovery can be seen in Figure 25.

Figure 25. Heat recovery analysis for DHRC.

Since the waste heat could be used to heat the domestic water instead of gas, there was a
total annual savings of 86,000 therms of gas consumption. That is equivalent to 456 tons of
carbon dioxide emissions per year, which is similar to the use of 97 cars use in a year. Also, the
annual water use was approximately cut in half from 20.3 million gallons per year to 10.4 million
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gallons a year. This savings is mostly from not needing to reject so much water in the cooling
towers. The compressors used for cooling in the new design did use more electricity than the
original design (2,710,776 kWh per year compared to 2,644,828 kWh). Even with the increase in
electricity from the compressor, there was a larger savings in electricity of about 278,208 kWh
from the cooling tower consumption. Although the chiller in heat recovery mode uses more
electricity, the large savings of water and gas make it a great choice for this hotel.

Cost Analysis

The 86,000 therms of gas savings a year equates to $53,830 a year in savings with the gas
price at 0.6259 $/therm. There is also an $18,107 savings per year from the water savings at a
rate of 1.829 $/1000 gallons of water. Table 13 summarizes the cost changes of the new cooling
plant. As a conservative estimate, the costs for the new design are based on the cooling capacity
of Alternative 3, which is the new mechanical system with the original façade. Prices would be
even lower for the 15% reduced cooling capacity with the new façade. The chillers and cooling
towers were reduced in capacity and cost because of the new façade, the new hydronic system
that will be further discussed in the next chapter, and the dedicated heat recovery chiller. Along
with the energy savings, the new plant’s initial cost saves $180,100 from the original design
from estimates of the main equipment prices. More specifically to this depth topic, the dedicated
heat recovery chiller costs about $149,500. The condenser and evaporator pumps for the DHRC
cost approximately $24,900. These pumps are partially offset because the domestic water preheat
pump that was part of the initial design could be eliminated, which cost $14,500. Also, using the
DHRC can eliminate the need for one of the tankless water heaters, which cost about $15,000.
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Keeping the other tankless water heaters in case the hot water demand exceeds the calculated
peak would be useful for redundancy. Without considering the cost savings from the reduced
chiller, cooling tower, and other pump costs in the plant, the added cost of $144,900 could be
paid back in 2.7 years with the gas savings from the heat recovery of $53,830 a year. If you also
consider the water savings, the payback for this extra equipment would only be 2.0 years.

Table 13. Costs for new mechanical plant.

Conclusion

Adding a dedicated heat recovery chiller to the project is highly recommended. The
added costs from the DHRC and its accessories have a return on investment of 2.7 years from
gas savings alone. Recovering heat that would otherwise be wasted to the cooling tower
increases the COP of the chiller to about 5.2 and makes the system more efficient. This
recovered heat eliminates the need for one of the tankless hot water heaters. Also, by diverting
some of the chiller water that would otherwise go to the cooling tower, the cooling towers were
reduced in size and initial cost.
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Radiant Cooling with DOAS [MAE Depth]

Design Objectives

The main idea behind using radiant cooling with dedicated outdoor air systems (DOAS)
is to separate the sensible and latent loads. A hydronic system can handle the space cooling loads
and the DOAS units can handle the latent and ventilation loads. Decoupling the loads helps
ensure that there is always the correct ventilation rate. It is also beneficial because the hydronic
distribution takes up less space since water has a higher heat capacity than air. The total airflow
is significantly less than a typical all-air system, since the air is not used for the sensible load, so
there is much less ductwork and significantly less fan energy.
For the terminal units, there will be chilled beams that are 2-pipe non-changeover. In this
project’s location, there are 550 heating degree days and 3,386 cooling degree days. Since there
is not much of a heating demand, electric reheat in the spaces will be used when needed instead
of having a whole hot water system that would barely be used. It would save a lot of piping
costs. Chilled beams induce flow over a coil of chilled water to cool the air. Spaces that are back
of house were assigned passive beams, which can serve about 400 BTU/ft2. Passive chilled
beams use buoyancy for hot, less dense air to float up to the ceiling to be cooled by the coils.
They are very energy efficient since they use natural buoyancy to cool the air. Active chilled
beams can cool about twice as much as passive chilled beams with about 800 BTU/ft2 because
they have nozzles that induce primary air across the coils. Active chilled beams have a primary
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air connection so that the primary air and induced air can mix as they go across the coils. They
were selected for the mixed-use spaces that guests would be in the most, such as meeting rooms,
lobbies, and the fitness center because it is more important that the loads are met in those areas
for occupant satisfaction. Figure 26 below shows a diagram from an engineering newsletter on
understanding chilled beams from TRANE on how passive and active chilled beams bring in air
to be conditioned.

Figure 26. Passive and active chilled beams.

An important design consideration is that the air delivered to the chilled beams must have
a dew point low enough to avoid condensation on the chilled beams. Chilled water through the
beams is typically delivered at a higher temperature than most chilled water for cooling of 5860°F to avoid condensation. More air flow will induce more room air through the coils,
increasing the cooling capacity. In spaces where there is significant infiltration, extra airflow
may be needed to handle the latent load. Having vestibules at any entrances will be an important
design feature to avoid extra infiltration. Primary airflow delivered to the active chilled beams
must be the largest of these criteria: minimum outdoor airflow from ASHRAE 62.1 or the
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primary air needed to offset the sensible cooling load. Active chilled beams typically have
constant airflow delivered and can adjust for part load by modulating water flow.
Dedicated outdoor air systems (DOAS) have primary functions of ventilation and
humidity control. They condition the outside air to make sure it is delivered to the space at a set
point that is acceptable for occupant comfort. Airflow through a DOAS would be significantly
less than a typical air handling unit that also uses airflow for the sensible loads. Since the project
is in such a hot and humid climate, having air-to-air heat recovery is useful for saving energy. A
total energy recovery wheel, also called an enthalpy wheel, saves energy by exchanging heat and
moisture between the incoming outside air and the exhaust air from the building. Enthalpy
wheels typically have a 50-85% effectiveness for sensible and latent heat recovery, but the
effectiveness is usually not the same for each wheel. An example of temperatures before and
after an enthalpy wheel from experiments can be seen in Figure 27; the graph is from class notes
from AE 552, an air quality class.
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Figure 27. Enthalpy wheel load reduction example.

When the hot, humid outside air hits the enthalpy wheel, it transfers some of its heat and
moisture to the wheel, which is then intercepted by the cooler and dryer return air from the
building, which is then exhausted outside. The pre-conditioned air comes in at a temperature and
humidity level that is closer to the supply air set-point, so the cooling energy is reduced. The
conditioned air off the cooling coil will often need to be reheated because it was cooled too much
to deliver to the space for dehumidification purposes. After the enthalpy wheel will be a sensible
wheel to help preheat the air from the cooling coil before it goes to the heating coil. This
preheated air will reduce reheat energy needed. This process can be seen in Figure 28 with the
schematic diagram of the unit and the process on a psychrometric chart from an example in AE
455 class notes.
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Figure 28. DOAS schematic with psych chart process.

Even with the recovery wheels, sometimes humidity can still be an issue, so for the
ballroom and pre-function spaces that have a very high latent load when occupied, displacement
ventilation with air handling units will be used. With displacement ventilation, the air is supplied
at a much lower location so that it is closer to the occupants and does not need to condition such
a large volume of air. In the ballrooms, the spaces are double height, so typical dilution
ventilation would be wasting energy to condition the whole volume. The cool supply air comes
in by the occupant zone, and the warm contaminated air will float towards the ceiling where the
return grilles will be placed. Although the air handling units may use more energy than the
radiant cooling with DOAS, they can be turned off when the event spaces are not in use.
Since the DOAS units require lower chilled water temperatures (42 °F) than the chilled
beams (58 °F), a plant configuration would be to send some of the low temperature water to the
DOAS units first, then mix the rest with the warmer return water (63 °F) from the chilled beams.
This allows for the correct temperatures at each coil without having to use separate chiller plants,
which would increase installed cost. A diagram of this type of configuration is seen in Figure 29,
which is based off of TRANE’s engineering newsletter on understanding chilled beams.
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Figure 29. Cooling system diagram.

Sizing and Zoning

In the original design, the mixed-use spaces were split into 43 zones based on occupancy
types, and each zone had an air handler serving VAV units. The original mapping can be found
in Appendix D. A total airflow of 260,741 CFM was needed in the original design to serve the
mixed-use spaces. This airflow was reduced to 112,438 CFM with the same construction
materials based on TRACE calculations for the new design of DOAS units with radiant cooling
and displacement ventilation for the ballrooms, which is over half of the original design flow.
With the new façade, airflow was even further reduced to about 94,580 CFM. A breakdown of
the CFM for the different alternatives can be seen in Table 14. As a reminder, the first alternative
is the original design. Alternative 4 has the original mechanical systems but new façade.
Alternative 2 and 3 both have the updated mechanical systems, but Alternative 2 also has the
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new façade design. The new façade design reduced the original mechanical system’s airflow by
25% and reduced the new mechanical system’s airflow by about 15%.

Table 14. Airflow requirements for different alternatives.

There are 31 of the original 42 zones that were changed to DOAS units, the other 12
zones were the displacement ventilation zones in the junior ballroom and grand ballroom. The
displacement ventilation zones saw no change in sizing for the equipment. A breakdown of the
required airflows for each zone that became a DOAS unit can be seen in Table 15.
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Table 15. Required airflow for different alternatives.

Based off the cooling capacity reports from Trace, the DOAS cooling plant for
Alternative 2 has a peak load of 235 tons. To cover this load, six 30-ton DOAS, one 25-ton, and
one 35-ton units will be selected. Trane has a 30-ton Horizon Dedicated Outdoor Air System that
can deliver up to 7500 CFM. The new DOAS zones and airflow levels are listed in Table 16.
Figure 30, Figure 31, and Figure 32 show the zoning maps for the three levels that include mixed-

use locations.
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Table 16. DOAS new zoning arrangements.

Figure 30. Level 1 DOAS zoning.
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Figure 31. Level 2 DOAS zoning.

Figure 32. Level 3 DOAS zoning.
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For the chilled beams, the original zoning remained to calculate the loads. Out of the 43
zones, 12 remained as air handling units for the displacement ventilation in the ballrooms and the
other 31 zones had chilled beams. Between the 43 zones, there are 255 rooms, so for
simplification purposes, the total linear feet of chilled beam were calculated per zone instead of
by room. To size the chilled beams, the cooling load was divided by 1,600 BTU/h per active
chilled beam linear foot for public spaces and 390 BTU/h per passive chilled beam linear foot for
back of house areas. These values were based off Price Industries’ 24-inch-wide unit with 2-way
discharge. The table below shows the calculations for Alternative 3’s chilled beam sizes.
Calculations for Alternative 2, the new façade and new mechanical equipment, can be found in
Appendix E. In the table, the pricing is also included, which was an estimate found from a private
contact for a similar chilled beam device. The new mechanical system alone requires a total of
6,179 linear feet of chilled beams, while the mechanical system with the high-performance
building envelope requires 4,085 linear feet, reducing the amount of equipment by about a third.
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Table 17. Chilled beam sizing.

Energy Analysis

Changing the original air handling units to hydronic cooling with electric reheat and
dedicated outdoor reduces the entire building’s cooling capacity from over 1600 tons to just
about 1200 tons. Table 18 shows a breakdown of the total tonnage for each design alternative and
how many tons are used for radiant cooling versus DOAS units for Alternatives 2 and 3.
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Table 18. Cooling capacities.

Combined with the façade design change, the capacity is further reduced to 965 tons.
Although the overall capacity was reduced, the electricity used for cooling used was not reduced
too significantly. A dedicated heat recovery chiller consumes more electricity than a regular
chiller in order to produce the elevated condenser temperatures. In this location though,
electricity is cheaper than gas, so saving heating energy for the domestic hot water is more
important. Figure 33 shows the total annual heating and cooling energy consumptions converted
to kWh. Most of the heating load for the old mechanical systems (Alternatives 1 and 4) is from
the domestic hot water heating. The decrease in heating energy used from Alternative 3 to
Alternative 2 shows the reduction of the heating load from the high-performance building
envelope. The cooling energy is very similar for all four alternatives; however, the new
mechanical system and enhanced façade decreases the cooling energy use by approximately
300,000 kWh.
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Figure 33. Annual heating and cooling energy use.

The profiles are further broken down in Figure 34 by month. During the heating season,
the cooling energy used with the new mechanical system is higher. Every month though, there is
a significant savings in heating energy used with the dedicated heat recovery chiller plant
redesign. In the cooling months, the radiant cooling and DOAS saves energy compared to the
original system.

Figure 34. Monthly heating and cooling energy use.
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There is a difference in the overall demand of the systems since the redesign has a lower
cooling capacity. For the new façade and mechanical system, there is a 30% decrease in
electrical demand compared to the original. Changing the façade and altering the mechanical
system lowered the cooling equipment demand about the same amount as seen in Figure 35. The
new mechanical system has lower fan energy since it is just 8 DOAS units replacing 31 air
handling units. Lowered equipment demand is beneficial for saving money with the electric
demand charge in the utility bill.

Figure 35. Equipment electrical demand.

The new mechanical system’s energy is mostly consumed by the chiller. Next is the
cooling tower, followed by the dedicated heat recovery chiller. A breakdown of where the energy
comes from by piece of equipment is in Figure 36.
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Figure 36. Energy use by equipment.

Using the sensible wheels and total enthalpy wheels in the DOAS units helped recover
some energy while conditioning the air. For the original façade, the total enthalpy wheel
recovered 15,400 therms and the sensible wheel recovered 12,430 therms. Enhancing the façade
to perform better thermally ended up making the wheels less useful since the DOAS units were
not conditioning as much air with the lowered demand. The total enthalpy wheel recovered
13,065 therms and the sensible wheel only recovered 6,730 therms.
Overall, the new system performed better than the original design, especially with heating
energy for the domestic hot water. The energy savings from adding a dedicated heat recovery
chiller and changing to radiant cooling with DOAS will save the owner money every year with
utilities.
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Cost Analysis

The total installed cost of the radiant cooling and DOAS units is listed in Table 19 below.
These values were also calculated from RS Means and some costs like the chilled beams from a
personal contact in the industry. Complete calculations can be found in Appendix G. These
estimates show the cost of the major pieces of equipment that are changing in the design. The
new mechanical system is more expensive with the original construction, but the façade with the
increased insulation and lower cooling capacity has a lower installed mechanical cost. Since the
new façade lowers the sensible cooling load, just the chilled beam price changes. For the lower
load, there was a savings of about $65,000. Just changing the mechanical system increased the
initial cost by $166,300.

Table 19. Radiant cooling and DOAS costs.

After comparing the gas and water cost savings for the dedicated heat recovery chiller,
the electricity costs were analyzed to see the savings for the radiant cooling and DOAS units.
Table 20 shows the electric consumption and demand costs of the different designs. Alternative 2

saves $89,400 a year in electricity costs. Changing the air handling units and the variable air
volume units to radiant cooling and DOAS without adjusting the façade saved $56,700 a year in
electricity bills. This savings would pay back for the extra cost of the mechanical system in three
years.
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Table 20. Annual electricity costs.

Conclusion

Implementing radiant cooling and DOAS units for the mixed-use areas excluding the
ballrooms and pre-function spaces would be a good choice for this hotel. Decoupling the sensible
and latent loads can make sure humidity is taken care of and the zones always get the correct
amount of outside air for ventilation. Also, the chilled beams would be able to control the
temperature requirements of the spaces. Using sensible and enthalpy wheels in the dedicated
outdoor air units helps to recover energy by bringing the outside air temperature closer to supply
air conditions. The combination of wheels can help first cool and dehumidify the incoming air,
and then preheat the air to lower the load on the heating coil. With the high humidity in this
location, using the energy recovery wheels in the DOAS units would be recommended to the
owner.
With the improved façade, the new mechanical system would cost less than the original
system, making it a great choice for the hotel. Even without the better resistance in the walls, the
increased price of the mechanical system could be paid off in three years, which is a short
enough payback period to recommend this alternative to the owner. After the three-year payback
for the chilled beams and dedicated outdoor air systems, the building would save $56,700 a year
in electricity.
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Photovoltaic Panels [Electrical Breadth]
There was a lot of roof space above the mixed-use areas of the hotel that allowed for an
opportunity to investigate adding photovoltaic (PV) panels to the building. Collecting solar
energy to convert to electricity could help offset some of the loads in the building, especially the
peak cooling loads during mid-day when the outside air temperature is highest. Around that time
is also when the sun is the highest and the panels could capture the most sunlight and generate
the most power. The footprint of the guestroom tower is much smaller than the footprint of the
rest of the building, so there is a lot of space available on the roof of the second floor. There are
no other surrounding buildings that would cast shade on the panels.

PV Layout
A basic model of the overall shape of the building was created using Sketchup in order to
simulate the shading of the guestroom tower throughout the year. As seen in Figure 37 below, the roof
surfaces in black are the ones that were initially selected to have panels on them. The model was placed
on the exact site using the Geo-location tool. This tool adds in the weather data for the specific location to
predict shadows based on sun patterns.
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Figure 37. Roof selections for PV panels.

An add-in to Sketch-up called Skelion was used to help layout the PV panels and create a
sun path chart for the given location. The most important solar window is from 9 AM to 3 PM,
during that time it is ideal not to have shading to optimize the capture of solar energy. At the
winter solstice, which is December 21st, the sun will be at its lowest position, which represents
the worst case throughout the year. June 21st is the summer solstice, when the sun is at the
highest position. Figure 38 below shows the sun paths from December 21st to June 21st (left) and
June 21st to December 21st (right).
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Figure 38. Sun paths throughout the year.

Using Skelion, PV panels were placed on the selected roof spaces. As a rule of thumb for
solar design, the latitude of the location (28°) was selected for the tilt of the panels on the roof.
Panels in this location are south facing to capture the most amount of energy as possible. Skelion
gave test panels that were used in the simulation that are about 4 foot by 2 foot with a power
output of 60 W. Using the winter solstice elevation of 23°, the optimal spacing was determined
so that the panels would not shade each other. The spacing calculation is shown below in Figure
39.

Figure 39. Spacing diagram for PV panels.
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Between every six panels is a gap that is a foot and a half for maintenance workers to
walk through. Panels were also removed from roof areas that had mechanical equipment. In
addition, Skelion has a shading de-rate feature where it can predict the percentage of solar losses
from shadows. Many of the panels behind the tower were eliminated because they lost over 25%
of the input to shading. The adjusted roof layout based on these parameters is shown in Figure 40.
There is a total of 4400 panels on the roof space.

Figure 40. PV panel layout.

PV Output

The yearly electric output was calculated with Skelion using a default inverter efficiency
of 96% and a standard panel efficiency of 15%. With all the inputs, the yield of the panels came
out to be 1454 kWh/ kWp. Per square meter, the panels could collect an average of 5.6 kWh/day.
The actual energy collected by month for the entire collection can be seen in Table 21. These
values take into consideration the real area of solar panels with the given spacing. The outputs
are much less than the predicted value in the project proposal of 42,000 kWh/day. The predicted
layout would not be able to cover the mechanical electricity needed, but it would be helpful in
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lowering the demand from the grid during the peak hours during the day when the solar heat gain
is the highest. Throughout the year, the panels would produce about 384,000 kWh of electricity.

Table 21. Electrical output (kWh/month) of panels.

Payback Period

According to Solar-Estimate, installing solar panels in this location costs $2.88 per
installed Watt. With 4,400 panels at 60 W each, there is a total of 264 kWp of DC electricity.
(264 kWp) * ($2.88/W) * (1,000 W/kW) = $760,320 before 30% Federal Solar Tax
Credit
$760,320*0.7 = $532,224 with tax credit
(383,855 kWh/year)*($0.06090/kWh) = $23,376.77 savings
($532,224 installed)/($23,377)= 23 years
As a whole, the solar panel configuration would cost $532,224 up front with the 30%
Federal Solar Tax Credit. With consumption savings, the panels could save about $24,000 a year.
Although this is a rather significant savings per year, it would be a 23-year simple payback.

Conclusion

It was decided that the PV panel should probably not be installed into this project. The
payback period of the configuration is too long since electricity rate at $0.06090/kWh is so cheap
in this location compared to the cost in most other areas of the country. A 23-year payback
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would be within the 25-year warranty period that most solar panel manufacturers have, which is
a benefit to having the panels. For a mixed-use hotel, the owner would most likely want a much
faster payback period, especially if they plan on only owning the building for a few years before
selling it to someone new. If the owner does plan on owning the building for longer than 20
years, it may be a good investment. It also sets an example for other hotels with sustainable
design. According to the EPA’s Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies Calculator, this solar panel array
would save 271 tons of carbon dioxide a year, which is equivalent to 32.5 homes’ energy for a
year. Depending on the owner’s goal for the building, it may be worth it to add to the design, but
for most owners, adding photovoltaic panels would not be an economical choice.
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PV Support [Structural Breadth]

Updated Roof Loads

With the addition of the solar panels, the existing roof structure had to be examined to see
if it could handle the new load. Three different roof areas were examined for the different
groupings of solar panels. They were labeled Roof A, B, and C for calculations as shown in
Figure 41.

Figure 41. Roof area designations.

First, the deck strength was checked to make sure it could handle the PV panels. A
conservative approach was used by assuming the PV panels to add 4 PSF to the roof. The steel
deck is 1.5” deep, 20 gage, 3 span and Type B. Using the Vulcraft deck catalog, the vertical load
for Type 1.5B for that type of deck with a maximum span of 6 feet is 114 PSF. This allowed load
is much higher than the actual roof load. The actual roof load is 20 PSF live load, which was
found in the code, and 15 PSF roofing superimposed dead load, 5 PSF mechanical load, 4 PSF
for the solar panels, with a deck self-weight of 2.14 PSF, coming to a total of 46.14 PSF.
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For each roof, every different joist and beam size was checked to make sure it could
handle the added load. Each joist type had the longest span length and spacing measured to test
the worst case of that type. Then, using the Vulcraft joist catalog, the maximum load in pounds
per linear foot was found using the factored values from the K-Series LRFD Load Table. Two of
the 19 joists tested for DLH-series joists, so that load table was used for those joists. The actual
load on the joists was calculated by adding the live loads and dead loads with the appropriate
factors as seen in the following equation:
1.2*(dead load=26.25 PSF + self-weight of joist) + 1.6*(live load=20 PSF) = wu
Then the calculated load was divided by the member’s spacing to get the actual pounds per linear
foot. If the calculated load was higher than the value given in the chart’s a new joist size would
need to be selected. All the joists on Roof B and C were able to support the extra load. For Roof
A, every joist except the 16K3 needed a new selection. Table 22 shows the calculated load, the
allowed load, and the new size and load. All other calculations can be found in Appendix F.

Table 22. Adjusted joist sizes.

A similar procedure was used to ensure that the beams would support the roof. All the
different beam sizes were taken down along with their span length and tributary widths. The
allowed flexural strength measured in kip-ft was compared to the calculated value with the new
roof load. A similar process was used to find the factored load, which is equal to wu. Then that
value was used to find the flexural strength as seen in the following equation:
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Mu=(wu*l2)/8

l= span length

If any calculated value was greater than the allowed value, a new beam would need to be
selected. One beam on each roof would not support the additional load. All 21 other beams tested
were sufficient. The old and new beam sizes can be seen in Table 23. Appendix F contains the
other beam size calculations.

Table 23. Adjusted beam sizes.

PV Panel Support

In addition to the added roof structure, it is important to consider the connection needed
for the PV panel to the roof with the wind loads. Especially in this building’s location, the
hurricane forces can cause uplift on the panels. ASCE 7-16 has steps to determine wind loads on
rooftops in their Table 29.1-1. It gives instructions for finding the parameters needed to calculate
the loads on buildings and other structures on the roof. There were some steps specific for solar
panels on roofs. The first step was determining the risk category of the building. Category III
was selected since a building failure could cause a substantial risk to human life and have a
substantial economic impact since it is a large, luxury hotel that depends on being open every
day to make money. Second, the wind speed must be determined based on the building location
and risk category. For this building, the wind speed is 150 mph. Steps 3 through 6 include
determining wind load parameters and other coefficients, which are summarized in Table 24.
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Table 24. Wind parameters for PV support.

The wind directionality factor, Kd, is 0.85 because the structure type is rooftop
equipment. It is Exposure Category C because this building’s height is greater than 30 feet and
the ground surface roughness does not fall into Category D. This exposure factor was used with
the different roof heights to obtain the velocity pressure exposure coefficients, Kz. Then the
topographic factor, Kzt, was found to be 1.0 because the building is not on a hill or escarpment.
The ground elevation factor, Ke, was also 1.0 because the site’s elevation is only 82 feet above
sea level. Using the dimensions of the solar panel to solve for Lb and the normalized wind area,
An, the nominal net pressure, (GCrn)nom, could be found using the given charts for a solar panel
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with an angle between 15°-35°. The line for area three on the roof plan was used as the worstcase scenario. Lb and An were found using the following equations:
An=(1,000/[max(Lb,15)2]A

A=effective wind area

Lb=[min(0.4(hWL)0.5, h, Ws]
Once the (GCrn)nom was found, it could be converted to (GCrn) by being multiplied by γp,
γc, and γE. The array edge factor, γE, was found to be 1.5 to calculate the load on panels that are
exposed and within a distance of 1.5(LP) from the end of a row. ϒc is the maximum number
between 0.8 and (0.6+0.06Lp). ϒp is the minimum of 1.2 and (0.9+hpt/h). The results are above in
Table ___. The velocity pressure, qz, was calculated with the following equation:
qz=0.00256KzKztKdKeV2
The results for the different roof areas are found in Table 24. Once the velocity pressure is
calculated, the wind force, p, can be found.
p=qh(GCrn)
Roof A had a wind pressure of 148 PSF and Roofs B and C had wind pressures of 136.5
PSF. To be conservative for the anchoring calculations, 150 PSF will be used. Since the
projected area normal to the wind of the panels is 4 square feet, there is a total wind force of 600
pounds on the panel. The overturning moment on the panel is 300 pounds since the force acts at
the midpoint of the panel, which is half a foot. To resist that moment, there is a 170-pound
couple that needs to anchor down the panels, as seen in Figure 42. 170 pounds was calculated by
dividing the 300 pounds by the distance between the couple, which is 1 foot and 9 inches. Grade
5 steel bolts that are 1/2” diameter would be sufficient to bolt down the panels. They have an
area of 0.2 square inches, and a proof load of 82,000 psi, so it can hold 17 kips, which is more
than enough.
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Figure 42. PV structural diagram.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Changing the mechanical system to radiant cooling with dedicated outdoor air systems
(DOAS) with a dedicated heat recovery chiller (DHRC) added to the central plant would be
recommended to the owner of this project. These modifications help lower the fluctuations
throughout the day for the cooling demand, so the chillers will not be working at part load as
much, which is more efficient. Also, the new systems have an overall smaller cooling capacity
than the original design. A lot of energy was saved from the DHRC for heating the domestic hot
water even though the chiller consumes more energy at higher condenser temperatures. By
recovering the heat instead of wasting it to a cooling tower, the coefficient of performance of the
chiller was increased to 5.2. With a constant hot water demand in a hotel, using this DHRC is
highly recommended. The chilled beams allow for accurate space temperature control, while the
DOAS units allow for good humidity and ventilation control. Using enthalpy wheels and sensible
recovery wheels in the units help save energy for cooling and dehumidifying the air and then
reheating the air before it is supplied to the zone.
The cost of the new mechanical system is less than the original overall. Changing the
variable air volume units and air handling units to chilled beams with DOAS was slightly more
expensive for the same construction materials, but the reduction in cooling capacity from the
hydronic system lowered the plant cost so that the overall mechanical redesign cost is about
$13,800 cheaper than the original. With the new façade, the HVAC equipment became even less
expensive due to lowered loads on the building. The mechanical cost of this alternative saved
$245,000; however, the façade enhancement would cost about $17 million. Table 25 lists the
costs associated with the redesign for the two new alternatives.
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Table 25. Overall design costs.

Both new designs save energy compared to the original design. The updated façade
reduced the space heating energy significantly with the new mechanical system. It also helped
reduce electricity use at the cooling plant. A lot of gas was saved by heating the domestic hot
water with the DHRC. Less electricity was consumed with the new chiller plant and the cooling
tower electricity use was reduced by about half. Annual electricity use per piece of equipment
can be seen in Table 26 for the four alternatives (Alternative 1: original design, Alternative 2:
new mechanical and new façade, Alternative 3: new mechanical, and Alternative 4: new façade).

Table 26. Electricity (kWh) consumed by piece of equipment per year.

Annually, both new designs save over $100,000 in utility costs a year. The new
mechanical system alone saves about $115,800, and the new façade design saves approximately
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an additional $40,000 a year. Table 27 shows the annual savings from each type of utility for the
new design with updated façade and mechanical and also the new mechanical design itself. This
is even more reason to suggest the mechanical redesign to the hotel owner. With the utility
savings for the new mechanical system, in under five years the suggested solar panel array could
be paid for. Then there would be an additional $28,000 savings a year. Although the solar panel
system itself would take a long time to pay off, coupled with the mechanical redesign, it would
be a good investment for this project.

Table 27. Energy savings for new design.

In addition to the cost savings, there are also noticeable positive environmental impacts
from the redesigns. Table 28 shows five different energy and environmental parameters for the
different alternatives. The new mechanical system met the original design goal of lowering the
building energy use intensity. It was reduced from 172 kBTU/ft2*year to 122 with the new
mechanical system and further reduced to 108 with the new façade also. Both redesigns were
under the CBECS suggested value of 146.7 kBTU/ft2*year. CO2 emissions were reduced by
approximately 1,000,000 pounds a year, which is 454 tons, equivalent to 96 vehicles driven for a
whole year.
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Table 28. Environmental impact of the alternatives.

With the cost, energy, and emissions savings, the mechanical redesign would be highly
recommended to the project owner. Using the savings, installing a solar panel array on the roof
that is built with the structural considerations previously calculated in mind would also be
recommended for further savings. While the energy savings from meeting Passive House
standards with improved insulation and glazing were significant, the price of improving the
glazing was too high to recommend to the owner. It would have much too long of a payback
period. One alternative suggestion would be to significantly reduce the amount of glazing to
reduce heat transfer into the building. The other building materials used in this project are much
more economical and would help save energy in the building. Occupants will have a better
experience in the hotel because of the improved thermal comfort and indoor air quality due to the
new design.
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Appendix D
Original Mechanical Design

Table 29. Mixed-use calculated and scheduled cooling coils.
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Table 30. Guest room calculated and scheduled coil sizes.
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